This paper presents a hybrid adaptive control method for improving the command-following performance of a flight control system. The hybrid adaptive control method is based on a neural network on-line parameter estimation using an indirect adaptive control in conjunction with a direct adaptive control. The parameter estimation revises a dynamic inversion control model to reduce the tracking error. The direct adaptive control then accounts for any residual tracking error by a rate command augmentation. The plant parameter estimation is based on two approaches: 1) an indirect adaptive law derived from the Lyapunov direct method to ensure that the tracking error is bounded, and 2) a recursive least-squares method that minimizes the modeling error. Simulations show that the hybrid adaptive control can provide a significant improvement in the tracking performance over a direct adaptive control method alone.
I. Introduction
While air travel remains the safest mode of transportation, accidents do occur on rare occasions with catastrophic consequences. For this reason, the Aviation Safety Program under the Aeronautics Research Mission Directorate (ARMD) at NASA has created the Integrated Resilient Aircraft Control (IRAC) research project to advance the state of aircraft flight control and to provide on-board control resilience for ensuring safe flight in the presence of adverse conditions such as faults, damage, and/or upsets. 1 These hazardous flight conditions can impose heavy demands on aircraft flight control systems in their abilities to enable a pilot to stabilize and navigate an aircraft safely. The goal of the IRAC project is to arrive at a set of validated multidisciplinary integrated aircraft control design tools and techniques for enabling safe flight in the presence of adverse conditions. 1 Aircraft stability and maneuverability in off-nominal flight conditions are critical to aircraft survivability.
Adaptive flight control is identified as a technology that can improve aircraft stability and maneuverability. Stability of adaptive control remains a major challenge that prevents adaptive control from being implemented in high assurance systems such as mission-or safety-critical flight vehicles. Understanding stability issues with adaptive control, hence, will be important in order to advance adaptive control technologies. Thus, one of the objectives of IRAC adaptive control research is to develop metrics for assessing stability of adaptive flight control by extending the robust control concept of phase and gain margins to adaptive control. Another objective of the IRAC research is to advance adaptive control technologies that can better manage constraints imposed on an aircraft. These constraints are dictated by limitations of actuator dynamics, aircraft structural load limits, frequency bandwidth, system latency, and others.
The ability of an adaptive control system to modify a pre-designed flight control system is at the same time a strength and a weakness. On the one hand, the premise of being able to accommodate vehicle degradation is a major selling point of adaptive control since traditional gain-scheduled control methods are viewed to be less capable of handling off-nominal flight conditions outside their design operating points. Nonetheless, gain-scheduled control approaches are robust to disturbances and secondary dynamics. On the other hand, potential problems with adaptive control exist with regards to high-gain learning and unmodeled dynamics. Moreover, adaptive control algorithms can also be sensitive to other effects such as actuator dynamics, exogenous disturbances, etc.
Over the past several years, various adaptive flight control techniques have been investigated. 2-8, 10, 11 Adaptive flight control provides a possibility for maintaining aircraft stability and performance by means of enabling a flight control system to adapt to system uncertainties. Research in adaptive control has spanned several decades, but challenges in obtaining robustness in the presence of unmodeled dynamics, parameter uncertainties, and disturbances as well as the issues with verification and validation still remain. 3, 13 Adaptive control laws may be divided into direct and indirect approaches. Indirect adaptive control methods are based on identification of unknown plant parameters and certainty-equivalence control schemes derived from the parameter estimates which are assumed to be their true values. 15 Parameter identification techniques such as recursive least-squares and neural networks have been used in indirect adaptive control methods. 4 In contrast, direct adaptive control methods directly adjust control parameters to account for system uncertainties without identifying unknown plant parameters explicitly. In recent years, direct model-reference adaptive control (MRAC) using neural networks has been a topic of great research interests. 5-8, 10, 11 In particular, Rysdyk and Calise described a method for augmenting acceleration commands via a neural net direct adaptive control law to improve handling qualities. 5 Johnson et al. introduced a pseudo-control hedging approach for dealing with control input characteristics such as actuator saturation, rate limit, and linear input dynamics. 7 Idan et al. studied a hierarchical neural net adaptive control using secondary actuators such as engine propulsion to accommodate for failures of primary actuators. 8 Hovakimyan et al. developed an output feedback adaptive control to address issues with parametric uncertainty and unmodeled dynamics. 11 Cao et al. developed an L 1 adaptive control method to address high-gain learning. 9 Direct MRAC based on the work by Rysdyk and Calise 5 has been used by NASA to develop a neural net intelligent flight control system (IFCS). The IFCS has been demonstrated on an F-15 fighter aircraft. 17 The intelligent flight control uses the Calise's direct MRAC, dynamic inversion control approach. The neural net direct adaption is designed to provide consistent handling qualities without requiring extensive gain-scheduling or explicit system identification. This particular architecture uses both pre-trained and on-line learning neural networks and a reference model to specify desired handling qualities. Pre-trained neural networks are used to provide estimates of aerodynamic stability and control characteristics. On-line learning neural networks are used to compensate for errors and adapt to changes in aircraft dynamics. As a result, consistent handling qualities may be achieved across different flight conditions. Recent flight test results demonstrate the potential benefits of adaptive control technology in improving aircraft flight control systems in the presence of adverse flight conditions due to failures. 18 The flight test results also point out the needs for further research to increase the understanding of effectiveness and limitations of the direct adaptive flight control.
While the neural net direct adaptive law has been researched extensively and has been used with successes in a number of applications, the possibility of a high-gain control due to aggressive learning can be an issue. Aggressive learning is characterized by setting a learning rate for training a neural network high enough so as to reduce the dynamic inversion error rapidly. This can potentially lead to a control augmentation command that may saturate the control authority. A high-gain control may also excite unmodeled dynamics of the plant that can adversely affect the stability of the adaptive law. The issues with control saturation and unmodeled dynamics have been addressed by Johnson et al. 7 and Hovakimyan et al. 11 but not in the context of a high-gain control. Moreover, under off-nominal flight conditions, the knowledge of plant dynamics of an aircraft may become impaired and as a result this can present a problem for a pilot to safely navigate the aircraft within a flight envelope that has been constrained by changes in aircraft flight dynamics. For example, changes in stability and control derivatives due to damage can potentially cause a pilot to apply excessive or incorrect stick commands that could worsen the aircraft handling qualities. Direct MRAC approaches accommodate changes in plant dynamics implicitly but do not provide an explicit means for ascertaining the knowledge of plant dynamics which can be used to improve adaptive control strategies by revising the plant model. Moreover, as additional side benefits, the improved knowledge of plant dynamics can potentially be used for developing fault detection isolation (FDI) strategies and emergency flight planning to provide guidance laws for safe navigation.
Another drawback with adaptive control in general is the lack of robustness in the presence of disturbances and unmodeled dynamics. In the presence of hazards such as damage or failures, flight vehicles can exhibit numerous coupled effects such as aerodynamics, vehicle dynamics, structures, and propulsion. These coupled effects impose a considerable amount of uncertainties on the performance of a flight control system. Thus, even though an adaptive control may be stable in a nominal flight condition, it may fail to maintain enough control margins in the presence of these uncertainties. For example, conventional aircraft flight control systems incorporate aeroservoelastic filters to prevent control signals from exciting wing flexible modes. If changes in the aircraft configuration are significant enough, frequencies of the flexible modes may be shifted that render the filters ineffective. This would allow control signals to potentially excite flexible modes which can cause problems for a pilot to maintain good tracking control. Another example is the use of slow actuators such as engines as control effectors. In off-nominal events, engines are sometimes used to control aircraft. This has been shown to enable pilots to maintain control in some emergency situations such as the DHL incident involving an Airbus A300-B4 in 2003 that suffered structural damage and hydraulic loss over Baghdad, 20 and the Sioux City, Iowa accident involving United Airlines Flight 232. 19 The dissimilar actuator rates can cause problems with adaptive control and can potentially lead to pilot-induced oscillations (PIO). ? Adaptive control methods are generally time-domain methods. Lyapunov direct method is a preferred technique for deriving stable adaptive laws which are usually nonlinear. However, robust control is usually done in the frequency domain. Robust control requires a controller to be analyzed using the phase and gain margin concepts in the frequency domain. With this tool, an adaptive control can be analyzed to assess its control margin sensitivity for different learning rates. This would then enable a suitable learning rate to be determined. By incorporating the knowledge of unmodeled dynamics, a control margin can be evaluated to see if it is sufficient to maintain stability of a flight control system in the presence of potential hazards.
In this paper, we introduce a hybrid adaptive control method that blends both direct and indirect adaptive control to improve adaptive control strategies. 12 The idea is that in the current direct MRAC approach, the dynamic inversion controller is normally based on a fixed plant model. The discrepancy between the plant model and the actual aircraft plant dynamics, called modeling error, is proportional to the tracking error dynamics. Most adaptive control approaches are designed to cancel out the effect of the modeling error. In this method, the dynamic inversion controller adapts to changes in plant dynamics by an indirect adaptive law that performs an explicit parameter estimation of plant model parameters. This results in a reduction of the modeling error that directly leads to a reduced tracking error. Any residual tracking error can then be handled by the current direct adaptive law using a smaller learning rate in order to reduce the possibility of high-gain learning.. The parameter estimation is computed using two approaches: 1) an indirect adaptive law established by the Lyapunov direct method to ensure that the tracking error is bounded, and 2) a recursive least-squares optimal estimation that minimizes the modeling error. Simulations for a damaged aircraft show that the hybrid adaptive control with the recursive least-squares indirect adaptive law can provide a significant improvement in the tracking performance over a direct adaptive control method alone.
This paper also introduces a bounded linear stability analysis for analyzing stability and convergence of adaptive control methods. Neural net adaptive control methods are generally nonlinear. However, the bounded linear stability analysis can be performed without linearizing the adaptive laws. The effect of high-gain learning for the direct MRAC and hybrid adaptive control are examined. The analysis shows the effect of learning rate on the original system gains. Moreover, the analysis also shows high frequency oscillations typically accompanied with the direct MRAC method are not significantly present with the hybrid method with the recursive least-squares indirect adaptive law. The method of bounded linear stability provides a means for assessing nonlinear adaptive control using widely available robust control analysis tools or linear systems.
II. Hybrid Adaptive Control
In an event of damage, aircraft may experience significant changes in aerodynamics and mass properties. Asymmetric damage can result in cross coupling between the longitudinal motion and lateral-direction motion. The nonlinear equations of motion for asymmetric damaged aircraft has been established. 12 To maintain stability, a ratecommand-altitude hold (RCAH) controller is designed using a feedback linearization approach with true aircraft dynamics described by a linear model about its trim point in a flight envelopė
where ω = p q r is the aircraft angular rate, x = α β φ δ T is a trim state vector to maintain trim condition, δ = δ a δ e δ r is a control vector of aileron, elevator, and rudder deflections, A 1 ∈ R n×n , A 2 ∈ R n×m , and B ∈ R n×n are true plant matrices which are unknown, ∆ω is the unknown aircraft dynamics due to parametric uncertainties, andω * is the nominal aircraft dynamics described bẏ
where A * 1 , A * 2 , and B * are the nominal plant matrices which are assumed to be known. These matrices can generally be assumed to be associated with an ideal, undamaged aircraft.
An architecture of the hybrid adaptive control method is shown in Fig. 1 . This architecture uses a reference model to specify desired handling qualities, a neural net indirect adaptive law to perform parameter estimation of true plant dynamics, a dynamic inversion controller to compute a control allocation, and a neural net direct adaptive law to compensate for any residual tracking error. The parameter estimates of the true plant dynamics are used to update the plant model used for computing the dynamic inversion controller. If the parameter estimation converges, then the modeling error is expected to reduce, thereby causing the tracking error to decrease. Any residual amount of the tracking error is then compensated for by the direct adaptive law.
Fig. 1 -Hybrid Adaptive Flight Control Architecture
The dynamic inversion controller is computed from a plant model that is revised on-line by the indirect adaptive law according to
whereω d is the desired acceleration, andÂ 1 = A * 1 + ∆Â 1 ,Â 2 = A * 2 + ∆Â 2 , andB = B * + ∆B are estimated plant matrices. Because the true plant dynamics is unknown, the dynamic inversion controller will generate a modeling error
where
and ∆B = B − B * are the differences between the true and nominal plant matrices. Thus, ifÂ 1 ,Â 2 , andB can be estimated accurately, the modeling error will be small, leading to less tracking error.
The reference model filters a pilot command r into a reference angular rate ω m via a first-order model
where A m ∈ R n×n is Hurwitz and B m ∈ R n×n . A tracking error signal ω e = ω m − ω is formed by comparing the reference angular rate with the actual angular rate output. The inner loop is then closed with a proportional-integral (PI) controller u e operated on the tracking error signal as
where K p ∈ R n×n and K i ∈ R n×n are diagonal positive-definite proportional and integral gain matrices. The PI controller is designed to better handle errors detected from the angular rate feedback. A windup protection is included to limit the integrator at its current value when a control surface is saturated.
Thus, the tracking error dynamics can be expressed aṡ
where e = t 0 ω e dτ ω e , u d is the direct adaptive control signal, and K ∈ R 2n×2n and b ∈ R 2n×n are defined as
The eigenvalues of K are found to be as
To achieve good loop gains, the integral gain should be set such that the real part of the minimum eigenvalue is greatest. This requires
The system then has two complex poles in the open left half s-plane.
Referring to Eq. (7), if the direct adaptive control signal u d or the parameter estimation from the indirect adaptive law could perfectly cancel out the modeling error ε, then the tracking error would tend to zero asymptotically. In practice, there is always some residual modeling error in the adaptation, so asymptotic stability of the tracking error is not guaranteed, but a weaker uniformly asymptotic stability could be achieved by a proper design of the direct and indirect adaptive laws.
A. Lyapunov-Based Indirect Adaptive Law
The cancellation of the modeling error is handled by the neural net indirect and direct adaptive control signals. Let
where W d , W ω , W x , and W δ are neural net weights, β d , β ω , β x , and β δ are basis functions. A modified single-layer sigma-pi neural network is used to model nonlinear plant parameters according to
where C i , i = 1, . . . , 6, are inputs to the neural network consisting of control commands, sensor feedback, and bias terms defined as
where α, β , θ , φ , u, v, w, V , ρ a , δ T are angle of attack, sideslip angle, pitch angle, bank angle, forward speed, lateral speed, normal speed, absolute speed, atmospheric density, and engine throttle, respectively. Specifically, C 1 models the aerodynamic moments due to the angle of attacks and sideslip, C 2 models the aerodynamic moments due to the angular rate, C 3 models the aerodynamic moments due to the flight control surface deflections, C 4 models the inertial moments, and C 5 and C 6 model the inertial moments due to the center-of-gravity (CG) shift. The basis functions β ω , β x , and β δ can be any suitable subset of β d such as
The tracking error dynamics can now be written aṡ
where Φ = W ω W x W δ is a neural net weight matrix with Φ ∈ R (2n+m)×n and Θ = ω β ω x β x δ β δ is an input matrix with Θ ∈ R 2n+m . The neural net weight W d is computed by the direct adaptive law due to Rysdyk and Calise with a learning rate Γ > 0 and an e-modification parameter µ > 0 14 according tȯ
where . is a Frobenius norm and P ∈ R 2n×2n solves the Lyapunov equation
for some positive-definite matrix Q. Let Q = I 2n×2n , then solving for P in the Lyapunov equation yields
The e-modification term provides robustness in the direct adaptive law. 14 The weight update law in Eq. (15) provides uniform boundedness of the neural net weight and the tracking error. The proof of this update law is provided by Rysdyk and Calise. 5 The plant matrices ∆A 1 , ∆A 2 , and ∆B can be estimated using the Lyapunov direct method. The parameter estimation is given by the following normalized weight update laẇ
where Λ > 0 is a learning rate, η ≥ 0 is an e-modification parameter, and m 2 ∈ R is a normalization factor defined as
with R ∈ R (2n+m)×(2n+m) is a positive-semi-definite weight matrix. The normalization helps improve the adaptation and prevent high-gain learning. The indirect adaptive law (17) is a stable adaptive law which can be proved as follows:
where the asterisk denotes the ideal weight matrices and the tilde denotes the weight deviations. The ideal weight matrices are unknown but they may be assumed constant and bounded to stay within a ∆ e -neighborhood, where
Consider the following Lyapunov candidate function
where tr (.) is a matrix trace operator.
The time derivative of the Lyapunov candidate function is then computed aṡ
Completing the square yields
We then obtaiṅ
e Pb∆ e ≤ ρ (P) e ∆ e e Pb µ
where ρ (P) and ρ (P) are the spectral radii of Q and P. Thus, the hybrid adaptive law is uniformly asymptotically stable provided that
This can be simplified as
Thus, the value of V as t → ∞ and the tracking error e are uniformly bounded. Furthermore, if ∆ e = 0, µ = 0 and η = 0, we establish by means of the LaSalle-Yoshizawa theorem that lim t→∞ e → 0 so that Ẇ d → 0 and Φ → 0 as t → ∞. This means that the indirect adaptive law will result in a convergence of the estimated ∆Â 1 , ∆Â 2 , and ∆B to their steady state values if there is no neural network approximation error and the input signals are sufficiently rich to excite all frequencies of interest in the plant dynamics. This condition is known as a persistent excitation (PE) 15 We note that the effect of the e-modification µ and η parameters is to increase the negative time rate of change of the Lyapunov candidate function so that as long as the effects of unmodeled dynamics and or disturbances do not exceed the value of V (0), the adaptive signals should remain bounded. The e-modification thus makes the adaptive law robust to unmodeled dynamics. 16 However, this usually comes at a sacrifice in performance as will be shown later.
B. Recursive Least-Squares Indirect Adaptive Law
A recursive least-squares (RLS) method can be used in lieu of the normalized Lyapunov-based indirect adaptive law (17) for identifying plant dynamics. The RLS method is an adaptive law based on the optimal estimation method that uses the modeling error as the adaptive signal instead of the tracking error as in the Lyapunov-based indirect adaptive law. The plant matrices ∆A 1 , ∆A 2 , and ∆B can be estimated as
with the following weight update lawΦ
is the estimated modeling error for a fixed nominal plant model which requires an estimated angular accelerationω as an input. Generally, the angular acceleration may not be available rate gyro sensors, but can be estimated from a Kalman filter, a differentiator, or a numerical filter via a cubic or B-spline method. In any case, the estimation of the angular acceleration will introduce an error source. If the error is unbiased, i.e., it can be characterized as a white noise about the mean value, then the RLS indirect adaptive law can be applied to estimate the changes in the plant dynamics. The tracking error dynamics for the RLS indirect adaptive law are expressed aṡ
The proof of the RLS indirect adaptive law is as follows: Proof: To reduce the tracking error, the modeling error must be kept minimum. The optimal estimation method can be used to minimize the modeling error. Consider the following cost least-squares functional
To minimize the cost functional, we compute its gradient with respect to Φ and set it to zero, thus resulting in
This can be written as
and solving forΦ, the RLS indirect adaptive law is obtained aṡ
Also, we note that
Solving forṘ yieldsṘ
In the RLS indirect adaptive law, R acts as an adaptive learning rate with its own update law. With large enough R, the ideal product Φ * Θ can be shown to converge to the estimated modeling errorε * 15 so that
where M > 0 is some small positive constant. Then, the time derivative of the weight variationΦ is equal tȯ
The RLS indirect adaptive law can now be shown to be stable and result in bounded signals. Consider the following Lyapunov candidate function
The time rate of change of the Lyapunov candidate function is computed aṡ
We note that now the neural net direct adaptive law only needs to cancel out the residual recursive least-squares error which should be small enough that the learning rate does not have to be set to a large value, thereby reducing the effect of high-gain learning Upon simplification, one obtainṡ
Thus, the hybrid adaptive law with the recursive least-squares indirect adaptive law is stable provided that the tracking error is bounded from below by
III. Bounded Linear Stability Analysis
A key challenge with neural net adaptive flight control is to make the learning algorithm sufficiently robust. Robustness relates to the stability and convergence of the learning algorithm. Stability is a fundamental requirement of any dynamical system that ensures a small disturbance would not grow to a large deviation from an equilibrium. For systems with high assurance such as human-rated or mission-critical flight vehicles, stability of adaptive systems is of paramount importance. Without guaranteed stability, such adaptive control algorithms cannot be certified for operation in high-assurance systems. Unfortunately, the stability of adaptive controllers in general and neural net adaptive controllers in particular remains unresolved. The notion of a self-modifying flight control law using an artificial neural net learning process whose outputs may be deemed as non-deterministic is a major huddle to overcome.
Another criterion for robustness is the convergence of the neural net learning algorithm. Neural networks are used as universal nonlinear function approximators. In the case of the adaptive flight control, the networks approximate the unknown modeling error that is used to adjust effectively the control gains to maintain a desired handling quality. Convergence requires stability and a proper design of the weight update law. It is conceivable that even though a learning algorithm is stable, the neural net weights may not converge to correct values. Thus, accurate convergence is also important since this is directly related to the flight control performance.
The neural net weight update laws in Eqs. (15), (17), and (22) are nonlinear due to the product terms involving β d , e, Φ, and Θ. Stability of nonlinear systems is usually analyzed by the Lyapunov method. However, the concept of phase and gain margin for linear systems cannot be extended to nonlinear adaptive control. The linear control margin concept can provide understanding stability margin of adaptive control that enables more robust adaptive learning laws to be synthesized. This is only possible if the neural net weight update laws are linearized at a certain point in time with the neural net weights held constant. As adaptation occurs, the neural net weights vary with time. Hence, the time at which to freeze the neural net weights (for calculation) must correspond to a worst-case stability margin. This can be a challenge. This paper introduces a method for analyzing stability and convergence of nonlinear neural net adaptive laws using error bound analysis, which enables the dominant linear components of the nonlinear adaptive laws to be extracted from Eqs. (15), (17) , and (22) without linearization of the adaptive laws at an instance in time.
A. Lyapunov-Based Direct Adaptive Law
For the direct adaptive law in Eq. (15), we note that it can be expressed as
We define an error bound on the neural net adaptive signal as
Then, the time derivative of the variation in the neural net direct adaptive signal is bounded by
and α 0 > 0 is defined as a level of persistent excitation (PE) such that the following L 2 -norm PE condition is satisfied
Thus, without sufficient persistent excitation and if the e-modification parameter µ is not present, the neural net weights will not necessarily converge. The persistent excitation essentially means that inputs to the neural network must be sufficiently rich in order to excite system dynamics to enable a convergence to take place.
If the error bound is small, then the linear behavior of the weight update law becomes dominant. Therefore, this enables the stability and convergence to be analyzed in a linear sense using the following equation
Let A be the transition matrix. If A is negative definite, then the rate of convergence is established by the eigenvalues of A since
The equilibrium is therefore uniformly asymptotically stable and converges to
By Holder's inequality, the convergence radius can be expressed as
Thus, ∆ e and ∆W d should be kept as small as possible for the tracking error and the neural net weight matrix variation to converge as close to zero as possible.
In order to obtain a convergence, stability of the tracking error and neural net adaptive law must be established by the negative-definiteness of the eigenvalues of A. The characteristic equation of A is established by det (sI − A), which can be computed using the Schur complement
Upon expansion, the characteristic equation is obtained as 
where C (s) is the transfer function of the direct adaptive control
Thus, the direct adaptive control is a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller that adjusts the original proportional and integral gains K p and K i , as illustrated in Fig. 2 .
Fig. 2 -Adaptive PI Gain
The roots of the characteristic equation are the closed-loop poles which can be examined by factorization with residue. Consider the following cases:
1. If µ is small and µ min
, then Eq. (36) can be factored as
where a and the residue r are defined as
Consider two cases:
(a) For small Γ, which corresponds to slow adaptation, we see that
Neglecting second-order terms of Γ, The approximate roots of the characteristic equation are then found to be
From the complex-valued roots, the effect of the direct adaptive control is to adjust the PI gains according toK
where the bar denotes the adaptive PI gains. The convergence radius for slow adaptation is then equal to
Thus, slow adaptation results in a large convergence radius since Γ is small.
(b) For large Γ, which corresponds to fast adaptation or high-gain learning, we see that
Since µ is small and Γa is finitely small even though Γ is large, then the residue r is also finitely small compared to s which is large. The approximate roots of the characteristic equation are obtained as
The adaptive PI gains according toK
The convergence radius for high-gain learning is equal to
The effect of high-learning can be discerned from the adaptive PI gains. Increasing learning causes both the K p and K i gain to increase accordingly. The high K i gain will result in a high frequency oscillation in the adaptive signal. 9 This high frequency oscillation can result in excitation of unmodeled dynamics that may be present in the system and therefore can lead to a possibility of instability since the effects of unmodeled dynamics are not accounted in the Lyapunov analysis of the neural net weight update law. 15 2. If µ is sufficiently large and and µ max
, then the characteristic equation can be reduced
The roots are found to be
The complex conjugate roots reveal that for a sufficiently large µ, the effect of learning is zero because the PI gains are reduced to their original value. Thus, increasing µ beyond a certain value can negate the potential benefits due to adaptive control. This can also be seen from the transfer function C (s) where µ is the derivative gain which tends to increase damping of the tracking error response.
The convergence radius for slow adaptation is equal to
The convergence radius for fast adaptation is equal to
To illustrate the bounded linear stability analysis, a simulation was performed for a damaged twin-engine generic transport model (GTM), 22 as shown in Fig. 3 . A wing damage simulation was performed with 25% of the left wing missing. The neural net direct adaptive control is implemented to maintain tracking performance of the damaged aircraft. A pitch doublet maneuver is commanded while the roll and yaw rates are regulated. Figure 4 illustrates the effect of learning rate without the e-modification term, i.e, µ = 0. Without adaptation, the performance of the flight control is very poor as significant overshoots occur. With adaptation, good tracking performance can be obtained. As the learning rate increases, the tracking error becomes smaller but high frequency signals also appear. This is consistent with the bounded linear analysis results which show that high-gain learning leads to high-frequency adaptive signals. Figure 5 is a plot of selected neural net weights for various learning rates. As can be seen, large learning rate causes high frequency oscillations in the weights. The convergence of the neural net weights W q,q and W q,δ e associated with linear elements q and δ e for the pitch rate are poor. Neither of these weights would actually converge to their correct values. Thus, convergence accuracy is not demonstrated. Figure 6 illustrates the effect of the e-modification parameter µ. As µ increases, the high-frequency amplitude reduces but the tracking error becomes worse. Eventually, with large enough value of µ, the learning essentially ceases. Figure 7 is the plot of selected neural net weights with µ = 0. Thus, with increasing µ, the weights are driven to zero, thereby reducing the learning of the neural network. This is consistent with the linear analysis results which show that a sufficient large µ value does not improve the adaptation. However, the reduced effectiveness of the adaptation is traded with more tolerance to unmodeled dynamics due to the e-modification scheme. 
Fig. 3 -Generic Transport Model

B. Lyapunov-Based Indirect Adaptive Law with Normalization
Without normalization, i.e., R = 0, the indirect adaptive law in Eq. (17) has a similar behavior as the direct adaptive law in Eq. (15) . High-gain learning will cause a high-frequency oscillation in the parameter estimation using the Lyapunov-based indirect adaptive law. However, high-frequency oscillations can be reduced with normalization. For convenience, let η = 0 and R ∈ R, Eq. (17) is equivalent to
where α 1 > 0 is a level of PE due to Θ
The characteristic equation is obtained as
Expressing in terms of the open-loop transfer function, this is equivalent to
The effect of adaptive control is to add a zero in the open left-half s-plane
High-gain learning will cause the real-valued closed-loop pole to cancel this open-loop zero. The remaining complex conjugate poles are found by factorization with residue
The adaptive PI gains areK
If Rα 1 1, then the adaptiveK i gain becomesK
Thus, the normalization reduces the high-gain learning by a factor R, thereby attenuating high-frequency oscillations. The adaptiveK i gain is then independent of the PE condition. However, R can not be too much larger than the learning rate Λ because it will essentially result in the adaptiveK i gain to revert back to the original K i gain, thereby reducing the effect of adaptation. Figure 10 illustrates the effect of normalization on the Lyapunov-based indirect adaptive law. With no normalization and high-gain learning Λ = 10 4 , a high frequency oscillation appears in the pitch rate response. For a small value of R R = 10 2 , this high frequency oscillation is attenuated. However, as R increases, the tracking performance progressive worsens. When R = Λ, the tracking performance is essentially the same as that without adaptation. This observation is in good agreement with the linear stability analysis. 
C. Hybrid Recursive Least-Squares Adaptive Law
The RLS indirect adaptive law is based on the optimal estimation approach rather than the Lyapunov method. The squares of the modeling error are minimized in the RLS indirect adaptive law. Using the bounded error analysis, Eq. (22) is expressed as
where R is a learning rate and ∆Φ = sup
where M > 0 is a small constant equal to the convergence radius of Φ * Θ to the modeling error ε * . The Lyapunov-based direct adaptive law and the normalized Lyapunov-based indirect adaptive law are essentially the same with the only difference in the learning rate. Thus, notationally, we can simply replaceW d β d withΦ Θ. Then, the hybrid RLS adaptive law with µ = 0 is described by An interesting observation is made concerning the radius of convergence. Comparing with Eq. (48), the radius of convergence for the hybrid RLS adaptive law is independent of the learning rate. So, for a small learning rate, the radius of convergence for the Lyapunov-based direct adaptive law is large, but for the hybrid RLS adaptive law, it is finitely small. Moreover, the error bounds are not necessarily small for the Lyapunov-based direct adaptive law if convergence accuracy is not achieved. On the other hand, the RLS indirect adaptive law can be shown to provide good convergence accuracy. Therefore, the radius of convergence for the hybrid RLS adaptive law is expected to be smaller for the same small learning rate. This would mean that the Lyapunov-based direct adaptive law does not have to be a high-gain controller.
2. For large Γ, which corresponds to high-gain learning, the characteristic equation can be factored as
where for large Γ Γa = P −1
For large learning rate, r is finitely smaller than s, so the approximate roots are
The adaptive gains areK
On initial observation, we would see that high-gain learning would result in high-frequency oscillations as is the case with the Lyapunov-based direct adaptive law. However, if the convergence of the parameter estimation is achieved with the RLS indirect adaptive law, the parameter estimates then result in a dynamic inversion controller that is better matched with the true plant dynamics so that the tracking error would be nearly zero. Consequently, the resulting direct adaptive signal would be very small so that even with high-gain learning, the high adaptive K i gain would not inject high-frequency amplitude in the tracking error. Figure 13 illustrates the potential improvements due to the hybrid RLS adaptive law. The learning rate for the Lyapunov-based direct adaptive law is nominal Γ = 10 2 . With just a small value of R, an improvement in tracking performance can be seen. As the value of R increases, the tracking performance becomes more accurate and the pitch rate follows very closely to the reference model. No high frequency oscillation is observed with increasing the value of R, which is the learning rate for the RLS indirect adaptive law. Figure 14 is the plot of the selected neural net weights with the hybrid RLS adaptive law. The weights exhibit a nice convergence behavior. Increasing the value of R causes the neural net weights to move closer to the true values of the system parameters for which the adaptive control is compensating. In contrast, the neural net weights in both the Lyapunov-based direct and indirect adaptive laws do not converge to their true values as shown in Figs. 5, 7, and 11. As a result, the tracking performance is not as accurate as the hybrid RLS adaptive law. Figure 15 is the root locus plot of the transfer function for the hybrid RLS adaptive law. Increasing the learning rate causes the adaptive K p gain to increase to its asymptotic value in Eq. (83). The K i gain increases with high-gain Lyapunov-based direct adaptive law but with good convergence accuracy as shown in Fig. 14 , high-frequency contents in the adaptive signals are expected to be well suppressed. As the learning rate increases, the real-valued closed-loop pole moves towards the open-loop zero created by the Lyapunov-based direct adaptive law. The pole-zero cancellation reduces the order of the system response to improve reference model matching in the dynamic inversion controller. 
IV. Conclusions
This paper has presented a hybrid adaptive control method that blends both a direct adaptive law with an indirect direct adaptive law to improve the performance of a dynamic inversion flight controller. The indirect adaptive law is used to perform parameter estimation to enhance the accuracy of the dynamic inversion controller so as to reduce the tracking error. Two indirect adaptive laws are presented: a Lyapunov-based method with normalization and a recursive least-squares method.
Furthermore, this paper has presented a stability and convergence analysis of these adaptive control laws. An error bound analysis has been introduced that enables linear dynamics to be extracted from the nonlinear adaptive control laws for stability and convergence analysis. The effect of the learning rate for both the existing direct adaptive law and proposed hybrid adaptive laws has been studied. Using factorization method, closed-loop poles are analyzed to demonstrate the effect of learning rate on the original controller gains. Root locus plots of the closed-loop poles are in agreement with the analytical results. With the existing direct adaptive law, high-gain learning results in an increase in the integral gain, thereby causing high-frequency oscillations in the adaptive signals. These high-frequency contents can excite unmodeled dynamics that can lead to potential destabilization of the direct adaptive law. The e-modification parameter reduces the high-frequency oscillations, but increasing this parameter further reduces the effect of adaptation. The Lyapunov-based indirect adaptive law with normalization exhibit a similar characteristic as the e-modification parameter. With small normalization factor, high-frequency oscillations can be reduced, but further increasing the normalization causes the adaptation to be less effective.
The hybrid recursive least-squares adaptive law exhibits a much better convergence accuracy than Lyapunovbased adaptive laws due to the fact that the recursive least-squares method minimizes the modeling error. In contrast, the Lyapunov-based adaptive laws only address the boundedness of the tracking error. Simulations show that the parameter estimates converge to their true values as the learning rate for the recursive least-squares indirect adaptive law increases. As a result, high-frequency oscillations are suppressed in the adaptive signals.
The bounded linear analysis provides a method for analyzing nonlinear adaptive control laws using widely available linear robust control tools. This approach represents a step towards the goal of the current research to extend the concept of linear control margins to nonlinear adaptive control. This method enables a nonlinear adaptive control to be analyzed using the concept of phase and gain margin of linear systems in the frequency domain. With this tool, an adaptive control law can be analyzed to assess its control margin sensitivity for different learning rates. This would then enable a suitable learning rate to be determined. By incorporating the knowledge of unmodeled dynamics, a control margin can be evaluated to see if it is sufficient to maintain stability of a flight control system in the presence of system uncertainties.
